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1. It would be unsatisfactory to attempt in a paper of 35 to 40 minutes
an account of something as complex as the English element in European
languages. It is also too early to sum up our project1 since the final study is
still being written.

So what I decided to do when Prof. Zandvoort asked me to read a paper
on my work on the infiltration of English into the languages of Europe is the
following:

a) As an introduction, I want to give the objectives and the aims of the
project, the main principles I worked out for the project workers which
represent the theory the project is based on.

b) Then in the main part of the paper (its title suggests it clearly) I want
to put forward for discussion some problems in such a study of the contacts
of languages such as English and other European languages, some of which
are so different from English in their structure.

c) As a conclusion I will not present a summary of the discussion under b),
but try to collate some final results and the planned products of the project.

2. The results of my project will first appear in a monograph under the
genral title of The English element in the main European languages which will
represent a synthesis of separate monographs by my postgraduate students,
each analysing one of the fourteen languages chosen. The data from the four-
teen languages will be processed on an IBM 360 computer and we hope to
find some general features of the English element common to each individual

* Paper read at the Triannual Conference of IAUPE in Istanbul, September 1-7,
1971.

1 The research project the English Element in the Main European Languages is
supported by the Council for Scientific Research of the Republic of Croatia whose help
I gratefully acknowledge.
The analytical work was done first by myself when preparing my theoretical discussion of the principles, and then by my students — undergraduates in linguistic seminars while writing their degree essays and postgraduates in the form of MA theses in linguistics, all under my supervision.

4. We have been examining the English element in four groups of European languages: Slavonic, Germanic, Romance, and Finno-Ugrian. In each of the four groups we have studied a limited but representative number of languages. In the Slavonic group we have examined the English element in Serbo-Croatian, Slovene, Macedonian, and Russian; in the Germanic group: German, Dutch, Swedish, and Norwegian; in the Romance group: French, Italian, Spanish, and Romanian; in the Finno-Ugrian group: Finnish and Hungarian.

In deciding which languages to study for the project I have followed some definite principles. In some cases it was the importance of the language in the family of European languages and in its own group. This principle applies to the majority of languages chosen in the Germanic, Romance, and Finno-Ugrian groups. In the Slavonic group, however, my choice depended partly on other principles. While Russian and Serbo-Croatian are as good representatives of their group as the chosen languages are of the other three groups, Slovene and Macedonian were added as they offer features that may be of some interest in the final linguistic survey of the results achieved by this study: the former still possesses some ancient linguistic categories (i.e. the dual) that have died out in other Slavonic languages, and the latter is the youngest in its group, as its history dates back only as far as 1545, when it was officially accepted as an independent language and fully established and described linguistically.

As such it is very interesting for us as it shows the process of

Two authors must be quoted on this occasion: one, Prof. Stephen Ullmann, encouraged me at the very beginning of my work some 20 years ago both in personal contacts and by his own interest and work in this field. The other is Prof. R. W. Zandvoort, whose interest in my work was a good stimulus to carry on. In his paper "English Linguistic Infiltration in Europe," read at the 19th Congress of the International Federation for Modern Languages and Literatures in 1966, Prof. Zandvoort pointed out that the Council of Europe was not interested in sponsoring such research as English infiltration in the languages of Europe and then drew attention to my report on research in progress. A year later Prof. Zandvoort mentioned in his article "The Present State of English Studies" an inquiry on foot — the study of the infiltration of contemporary English into the languages of Europe and referred to my project and to my first report about it and pointed out my own University — the University of Zagreb — as one of the centres where this investigation was carried on.

6. The problem of the English element in European languages was not entirely new and untouched when I conceived my project in the fifties. The scope of the previous studies was limited in number of languages and also in the linguistic objectives or results that the authors were aiming at. Four Western languages: French, German, Dutch, and Italian drew Prof. Stephen Ullmann's attention from the point of view of English influence under three main headings: a) structural influence, b) lexical influence, c) calques (translations and adaptations).
Illustrations, small in number, were taken from the then restricted literature about English influence on French (Barbier, Bounaffa), on German (Stiven), on Dutch (De Voys), and on Italian (Migliorini). Prof. Ullmann's article has the aim of serving as a framework for a true synthesis of the expansion of English in the Occident. It intends "to give a preliminary sketch as a more ambitious undertaking would be distinctly premature", so the author only wants "to form an idea of the field to be explored, of the range and depth of English penetration abroad, of the channels along which it spreads, and of the manifold shapes it can take".

At that time it was even possible to question whether it is worth our while to study English influence in western Europe, and whether our investigations are likely to yield more than a confirmation of the fact that "football, club, whisky, and bridge" have, in some form or another, found their way into the vocabulary of most civilized languages.  

The aim of my project was much more ambitious: I presumed that my investigation of English loan-words in European languages would not only add to our knowledge of the part English played in forming the vocabulary of various languages but also could make it possible to further develop general principles and so enhance the theory of languages in contact. In order to give as many contributions as possible we have been working on all levels that seemed to yield new results.

7. In this paper I decided to speak about one major problem on each level: 1) stress on the phonological level, 2) aspect on the morphological level, 3) changes in semantic extension on the semantic level, and 4) technical vocabularies on the lexical level. I shall mention others only in passing.

Before I proceed with the discussion of these four major problems of my work I want to define a few fundamental principles my work on the project was based on, and which we have to agree upon if we want to understand each other. They are: the origin and sources of loan-words; their path into the receiving language; the definition and identification of loan-words.

8. It was observed a long time ago that a number of words from Oriental, Indian, and other exotic languages were borrowed by most European languages from English. They have received the English stress and their phonetic structure has been adapted to the English system. These modifications made them more like English words. The spelling has been adapted too. Sometimes even their semantic content has changed. English served as an intermediary.

The same feature is repeated in the process of the transfer of English words into a number of European languages. Sometimes English words are not borrowed directly from the language of origin (English), but by the intermediary

of another language, mainly German and French. Though the words treated in our corpus do in some sense originate in English, the immediate source has often been German or French or even some other intermediary language. It is not, however, always possible to trace the path by which an English word went into some European language. This problem is more important than it seems because in some stages of our study the fact that an English word infiltrated through an intermediary language can influence the form it takes in the receiving language. This applies to all levels we are carrying out our research on.

When we deal with the source of English loan-words in European languages our interest can be attached to another question: which English is the source—British or American English? This can be relevant to at least two levels of our investigation: phonological and lexical.

The third question that can be linked with the other two is whether the borrowing was done through the written or oral medium.

9. English loan-words in European languages cannot be properly discussed before we know their origin and development. This is often the case with our analysis on the semantic level where no other theoretical approach or principle can help. In some cases we find that a word behaved one way in one group of languages and another way in another group.

It seems to me that the only satisfactory way of dealing with the question of origin and intermediaries in such problematic cases would be through considering a general European pool of words to which all European languages including English have contributed as well as drawn some words in the course of time.

This question becomes even more relevant for the investigation of the phonological form of English loan-words in some European languages if we combine it (and very often we have to) with the question of which medium, written or oral, a loan-word has gone through. Some languages show a substantial difference between the shape of a loan-word which was formed through written contact and that formed through oral contact.

Here is one example of how an English loan-word in Serbo-Croatian changes its phonological form depending on the way it entered the receiving language. The word boss was accepted twice: first through a written medium from British English, as bor; then through an oral medium (brought to Yugoslavia by our workers who returned from the United States) from US English, as bos. It can also be said that the above example illustrates two ways in which nations and languages can get into contact. The first is a result of cultural borrowing and the second of intimate borrowing (to use Bloomfield's terms).
10. This can be linked with the fourth question which ought to be mentioned at least if not discussed here: what we mean by a European language. Should we cover only the country (or countries) in Europe in which it is spoken as a mother tongue by the whole community, or should we examine the effect English has had on a European language spoken by immigrant members of a community in an English-speaking country (U.S.A., Australia, New Zealand)? A good example of differences that occur in such cases can be seen in two monographs which discuss the English influence on Norwegian. One of them (Aasta Sjøen’s) deals with English influence on Norwegian in Norway and the other (Einar Haugen’s) describes Norwegian in the U.S. under the influence of American English.

Nearly all the languages under consideration in my project could be studied on these two levels, and it is quite certain that some useful results would be achieved in such an analysis. At present to simplify the problem and to make my study more coherent all my research has been based on the English element that can be traced in European languages as spoken and used in their respective European native countries. I believe, however, that a similar study which would cover European languages spoken as immigrant languages in English speaking countries (U.S.A., Australia, New Zealand, etc.) ought to be done. It would certainly confirm another general linguistic statement about languages in contact, that they are affected more closely if the bilingual speakers are under constant and direct pressure of the lending language.

11. In my attempt to define the status of foreign words in a language I applied a phonological criterion, which seems to be one of the most reliable means of distinguishing foreign words from other words in a language. According to the degree of adaptation, assimilation, and integration of a word into the system of the borrowing language three main groups emerge: 1) Foreign words which remain unassimilated. Such words preserve all the phonological features of the loanword which are fundamentally different from the phonological features of the receiving language. Here belong foreign personal and geographical names. Their use is very restricted as there are usually very few people who would use them (i.e. who would switch the code) in the normal way of speaking. 2) Foreign loans are borrowed words in a receiving language which have started (but have not yet finished) their adaptation and assimilation. They still preserve some phonological features which represent a phonetic compromise of some degree within the receiving language. The position of stress and distribution of phonemes are the commonest such features. 3) Loan-words are those borrowed words which in the course of phonological adaptation by means of substitutions have been completely integrated into the phonological system of the receiving language and do not show any foreign element at all.

These principles have already been generally accepted and seem to be quite suitable in the classification not only on the phonological level but also on the morphological. However, we cannot always apply them, as we have accepted some new principles in qualifying non-native linguistic features in the borrowing language. Some foreign elements that loan-words can keep unchanged are qualified as innovations in the system or contributions of the lending language to the system of the borrowing language.

Criteria for determining the status of a loan-word other than phonological have been put forward and accepted. So now some borrowed words that according to the phonological criteria would be classified as foreign-loans have become loan-words completely integrated into the system of the borrowing language, and are consequently considered as integral parts of its vocabulary. Thousands of users of lifts in European countries where this means of transport exists and is named by the English word consider it an everyday word of their mother tongue, in spite of the final consonantal group -t which does not conform to the distribution of consonantal phonemes in some receiving languages and qualify the word as a foreign-loan by one of my above-mentioned phonological criteria. Frequent everyday use of the word by a great number of people and accepted innovations in the system have made this word equal to other native words and the present status of such words is legalized by linguistic processes.

12. On the phonological level, while studying how the phonological structure of an English loan-word has been formed in various European languages, I have observed several features of a general, theoretical nature, common to all languages under consideration. Some of these features can be called, I believe, universals of linguistic borrowing. Naturally, my investigation confirmed a previously stated theoretical principle that the basic factor determining the structure of an English loan-word is the phonological system of the receiving language. This means that an English loan-word is made up of the phonemes which exist in the receiving language. This process of substituting the phonemes of the receiving language for English phonemes is called in my study transphonemization.

However, this is not the only way, although it is very common, of adapting and integrating a foreign word into the phonological system of the receiving language.

In my analysis of the process of adaptation an English loan-word goes through (from the stage of a foreign word to the stage of complete integration
into the system of the receiving language when we call it a loan-word), my interest was focused on three features: 1) inventory of phonemes, 2) their distribution, 3) stress. The first feature presents a problem of what we call phonemic importation, the second of phonemic redistribution, and the third of the type of stress we meet with in the receiving language and how it relates to stress in English.

13. Phonemic importation and phonemic redistribution are two forms of structural effects of linguistic borrowing in phonology. The problem is whether they should be considered part of what we call phonetic compromise or compromise replica, which can be expected to disappear in the course of adaptation and integration, or innovations in the phonological systems of the receiving languages both in inventory of phonemes and their distribution.

My investigation of the first problem, phonemic importation, has proved: a) that it is restricted to a limited number of phonemes, b) that it is not completely free and uncontrolled but phonetically conditioned, c) that there are several conditions under which it is performed, which complements and further develops the general principle put forward by Jakobson and Martinet.

My research answers two basic questions: 1) how it is possible for some phonemes to be taken over and not replaced by the native phonemes of the borrowing language as is the case with so many other phonemes, 2) whether there is any structural reason for the penetration of some foreign phonemes into the phonemic system of the borrowing language or whether this is influenced from outside.

The second problem, phonemic redistribution, suggests that we need not wait for the transition stage of phonetic compromise to disappear, as it very often does not tend to do so. We accept it as an innovation and an extension of the phonological system of the level of distribution of phonemes under the influence of linguistic borrowing, and add this feature to the general description of the loan-word.

14. Stress, the third I focused my interest on, is probably an even more difficult problem in studying the English element in European languages. From the point of view of general linguistic theory perhaps the most interesting aspect of the “transfer” of words from one language into another lies in the tracing of what happens to sounds as they pass between languages with different types of stress, and where the giving language lacks, but the receiving language has, musical stress, which I call accent.

The languages I have chosen for consideration and close analysis fall into two groups according to the nature of their stress: pure stress languages and tone languages.

English belongs to the category of stress languages in which the location of strong stress in words of more than one syllable is an integral part of the pronunciation of words. French belongs to the category of stress languages in which strong stresses are used in sentences but do not have fixed position in particular words. This difference has not, however, caused any difficulty or any major problem in the adaptation of English loan-words to the French system of stress. We have noticed that English words in the process of integration behave in the same way as the native French words, i.e. they follow the same rules. Serbo-Croatian, however, differs from both English and French as it belongs to a third category of stress languages in which the use of special types of stress is an integral part of the pronunciation of words.

This brings us to another distinction between languages we have studied: the distinction of stress languages from tone languages. Serbo-Croatian belongs to both; so do the other two languages I quoted above: Swedish and Norwegian. Apart from stress which plays an important part in the phonetic structure of words in all stress languages including Swedish, Norwegian, and Serbo-Croatian, in tone languages voice-pitches are used for the purpose of distinguishing words.

As English does not belong to the group of tone languages and has a stress of a different nature it is quite obvious that an English word when transferred into a tone language will present some interesting forms of adaptation and some real problems to the analyzer of this feature. The problem arises of how an English word with an emotional stress characterized by only one basic attribute intensity can be reassigned to a tone stress, accent, with three attributes: intensity, melody, and quantity. This problem arises in its gravest form when we study the phonology of English loan-words in Serbo-Croatian, whose accent has all three attributes. The last two, melody and quantity, have both phonological and morphological value.

15. The first thing we have considered in our analysis of stress is its position. We identify it with the first attribute of stress, intensity. The languages

---


"La langue n'accepte les éléments de structure étrangers que quand ils correspondent à ses tendances de développement".

"On note peu de résistance à l'adoption lorsque le trait nouveau correspond à une case vide du système".

---


Phonological value: pás- = dog — pás-bel=(=short, falling; =long, falling)

pás = short — pás = money (= short, falling; =short, rising).

Morphological value: Bás - of the Russian (Sing. Genit.) — (=short, falling); Bás - of the Russian (Plur. Genit.) — (=long, falling); rádi = he works (Imperative) — (=long, rising); rádi = he works (Present tense) — (=long, falling).
we have examined do not present any problem on this level. Very often the position is changed following the stress rules in receiving languages. Variants appear in some cases as the result of the phonetic compromise. Some speakers will stick to the original position of stress in a foreign word for some time; the others will try to conform it with the place of stress in their mother tongue, finally reaching the required position of stress in native words.

However, this feature may cause some changes in the phonological form of an English loan-word in some receiving languages. Sometimes the problem is how to make up the pronunciation of an English loan-word in a receiving language which differs from English in the function of stress in making up the phonetic structure of words of more than one syllable. The quality of unstressed sounds in English is different from that in many European languages. Consequently, when an English word is transferred into a receiving language where stress has not such a decisive influence on the phonetic structure of words we find a considerable change of phonetic structure in which English unstressed sounds, weak and reduced, will be replaced by full sounds corresponding to the phonological system of the receiving language. This change quite often follows spelling pronunciation reflecting the early English pronunciation when stress did not have such an influence and when unstressed sounds were pronounced similarly to their equivalents in some European languages.

10. The other two attributes of accent in tone languages, melody and quantity, are a major problem in the study of accent in English loan-words in tone languages. A careful study of accent in English loan-words in Serbo-Croatian, a language which makes a rather extensive use of all three attributes of accent, failed to present any system that English loan-words would follow in their adaptation on the level of accent.

I tried to apply two principles to establish some linguistic system which English loan-words in Serbo-Croatian would follow when there are reassigned quantity and tone. The first investigation was based on the principles of quality: I wanted to see whether the reassignment of quantity and tone had followed the open-and-closed quality of English vowels. In the second I tried to apply the principle of quantity: I wanted to see whether the reassigned Serbo-Croatian quantity and tone had followed the quantity of English sounds.

Both experiments failed to give any reliable results and it remains to be further investigated which linguistic or non-linguistic principles govern the reassignment of accentuation in loan-words when passing from a non-tone language into a tone language.

However, my investigation of accent of English loan-words in Serbo-Croatian has resulted into some theoretical points: 1) the transformation of the English aspiratory stress (characterized by one attribute — intensity) into the Serbo-Croatian accent (with three attributes — intensity, melody, quantity) does not violate the basic rules of the Serbo-Croatian accent; 2) the phonetic compromise so common during the process of phonological adaptation of foreign words in many languages occurs in some words on the level of accent too but it only affects the position of the accent and never the other two features: melody and quantity; 3) there are no innovations in the phonological system on the level of accent; 4) variants of the place of accent are not due to the differences in the systems of the two languages in contact; they may be due to some extralinguistic features which remain to be further studied; 5) deviations from the two suggested principles for the reassignment of the accent may depend on extralinguistic features. The apparent exceptions can be related to the fact that they have been introduced into Serbo-Croatian at different periods of time, in different ways, and in various districts of the Serbo-Croatian-speaking area which is linguistically heterogeneous; to German or some other language intermediary, or to other systemic factors.

17. On the morphological level our special interest is attached to two features: the category of gender in nouns and the category of aspect in verbs. In both cases English is a language which presents some major problems as it differs from the majority of European languages a) by having natural gender versus grammatical in other languages under consideration, and b) by having no category of aspect (at least in its surface structure, as has been stated on several occasions, while the existence of aspect in the deep structure has not yet been finally confirmed).

The former presents only some minor difficulties; the latter, however, can be a major problem as it threatens to interfere with the main morphological principle in languages in contact, the impenetrability of the morphological system of languages. I propose to deal with the former only briefly, as it is the latter that is of more theoretical interest.

In their passing into European languages, English substantives have to adapt their natural gender to the system of grammatical gender of the receiving languages; they have to be reassigned to one of the three (or two) grammatical genders. Our interest is attached to various factors that govern the assignment of gender. Here we see that the majority of English loan-words can be assigned to masculine gender as in most languages there

---


---

E.g. E 'baman' > 'baman'; E 'lato-leder; E po'd'gama > 'pilasama; E kon'teino > konsefer; etc.

is a strong “masculine tendency”. The second feature of theoretical interest on this level is contamination which is responsible for the assignment of feminine gender to some words in a few languages. However, this is not always accepted with full confidence as here again we can see some influence of intermediary languages (e.g. German on Serbo-Croatian).

18. The category of aspect is a linguistic feature typical for Slavonic languages. Here again our interest is attached to a category which the leading language lacks and some borrowing languages possess. In Slavonic languages there are two kinds of verbs: a) those that mark aspect by means of a prefix for the perfective aspect; b) bispecular verbs, those that use the same form for both aspects. The second group is smaller and would seem to be disappearing except that foreign words tend to go into it. English verbal loan-words after they have been adapted and integrated into the morphological system of a Slavonic receiving language have not yet at that stage determined their aspect. Some of them belong to 1) a bispecular group (denoting two aspects, perfective and imperfective); 2) a group possessing only perfective aspect; 3) a group possessing only imperfective aspect.

Some verbs belonging to the bispecular group can also make perfective

---

1) Bispecular group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English word</th>
<th>Serbo-Croatian verb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bluff</td>
<td>bledati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medamidize</td>
<td>medamidirati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test</td>
<td>testirati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dock</td>
<td>dokovati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lob</td>
<td>lobovati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>handbook</td>
<td>handbookirati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lynx</td>
<td>linovati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interview</td>
<td>intervjuirati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Perfective aspect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English word</th>
<th>Serbo-Croatian verb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>groggy</td>
<td>grogrirati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>start</td>
<td>starirati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knockout</td>
<td>nokavirati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3) Imperfective aspect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English word</th>
<th>Serbo-Croatian verb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sprint</td>
<td>sprintirati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>train</td>
<td>trenirati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>box</td>
<td>bolovirati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mix</td>
<td>miskovirati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dribble</td>
<td>driblivirati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>picnic</td>
<td>pikirjovirati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strike</td>
<td>strikavirati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

forms by means of a prefix, like the majority of Serbo-Croatian native verbs.
This also applies to Group Three whose verbs can become perfective if they are given right prefix.
The bispecular category seems to us very interesting as it is likely to influence the trend in Slavonic languages, particularly in Serbo-Croatian. The group of bispecular verbs in Serbo-Croatian is not only originally small but also tends to be further reduced. By the influx of English verbal loans this group is growing and could ultimately influence the development of the whole system.
The pressure of English verbal loans in this category is supported by a number of international words — europisms, developed from Latin, which do not indicate aspect and are also classed among bispecular verbs.

Of course, there is another possible development. English verbal loans can indicate aspect in the same way as in native words: by using a proper prefix. If this tendency prevails then there is a good chance for the bispecular group to disappear; every verb previously belonging to this group could determine aspect by means of prefixes. This would also be an indirect impact on the development of the verbal system of a receiving language under the influence of linguistic borrowing.

19. The semantic aspect of our research was based on the theoretical approach of some leading authorities in the field (Einar Haugen, Uriel Weinreich, Louis Deroy, Thomas E. Hope, Leo Pap, Stephen Ullmann and others) and in my study I have followed the old principle and built up some new ones of the semantic adaptation of English loan-words so that they can be applied in all the studies in the project. The work done for the MA theses has proved these principles good and applicable on the semantic level for the aims of our project.

The generally accepted five-member scale: a) Changes in semantic extension; b) Ellipsis; c) Place-name, proper noun to substantive (applicative);
d) "Pejoration" and Euphemism; e) Metaphor, has been confirmed in the majority of languages examined, and we have found illustrative examples of changes of meaning in languages in contact. In the process of integration a loan-word often undergoes not only one but two or even three changes before its meaning is finally fixed in the receiving language.

Leaving aside all other features of semantic adaptation which are covered in our project, I will discuss only one stage of the change of meaning: changes in semantic extension. Here we have three degrees: a) Zero extension; b) Restriction of meaning; c) Expansion of meaning.

The first degree occurs quite often as a great number of English words after they have been integrated into the system of the receiving language keep their original meaning unchanged. This is often the case with words denoting food and drinks and other everyday commodities.

The second degree — restriction of meaning — is not less common as it begins with specialization from a general to a technical sense. The meaning of a borrowed word is restricted by reducing the number of senses from several in this general use of the word to one in the technical field. The change which the word goes through is characterized by the increase of the "intention" of its meaning and by the reduction of the "extension" of its meaning, i.e. the reduction of the number of senses.

The third kind of semantic change — expansion of meaning — represents a change which takes place during the transfer of the word from one system into another. The "intention" of the meaning has been reduced by loosening the precise meaning it had in the giving language and an opportunity has been created to increase the "extension" of its meaning; this was achieved by a new linguistic and social milieu. So the word expands its range.

All these features have been well established in our languages and every word in our corpus will be labelled in this way before it is finally classified in the Dictionary.

In the course of the analysis of changes in semantic extension I have come across a few new types.

20. After having analysed several examples of English loan-words in Serbo-Croatian from the point of changes in semantic extension I have established a new division of this item. I started with a three-member one: a) zero extension, b) restriction, c) expansion, but I added the results of my analysis and developed it into a five member scale by further subdividing restriction and expansion into 2a) restriction of meaning in general, i.e. the loss of some senses; 2b) changes of meaning within the established one sense after restriction had taken place; 3a) expansion of meaning in general, i.e. acquiring new senses; 3b) changes of meaning within senses acquired after expansion. This new scheme developed when I analysed English loan-words in Serbo-Croatian. The same analysis is carried on now in other languages of the project and we expect to confirm my results in other languages.

21. Lexical level. As I have mentioned before, the majority of analytic studies done in this field focus their interest on the English influence on the vocabulary of the language under study. If there is a syntactical attempt its aim would be the same: to study the English element in the vocabulary of several languages chosen for particular reasons. Each chapter on a respective language appears to be analytic in a way since it detects and emphasizes a specific indebtedness, particular to the respective nation and separating it from other peoples. After this analytic approach which shows where the chosen languages differ, comes a synthetic appreciation which indicates where they agree and tries to trace the evolution of English expansion in the part where the examined languages are spoken.

It is quite obvious from what I have written and said here today about my work on this project that this was not my primary aim and objective. The whole project was planned to discuss many more problems than these: they have been analysed on four levels: phonological, morphological, semantic and lexical. On each level our study aimed at tracing importations and innovations in the systems of the respective languages under the influence of linguistic borrowing from English.

Apart from the general corpus of English loan-words in European languages which make the basic core of the material under study, there is a huge category of calques and hybrids; translations of compounds, derivatives, and phrases, revivals of obsolete meanings; popular etymology, English influence in the make-up of Latin and new-Latin coinages and juxtapositions.

We meet with some real problems when we have to discuss and analyse: a) borrowed items composed of English elements which are not themselves English expressions (best-runner, happy-end, air-condition); b) borrowed items which show a vitality outside English which they have never achieved within it (covert-cost); c) borrowed suffixes which are productive in one group of languages and dead or even dropped off in another (e.g., -ing which in French is not only used and kept in English loan-words, but is productive in native words, while in Serbo-Croatian it is dropped in English loan-words although there is no systemic reason for this).

22. Another kind of problem we have to discuss is the English element in technical vocabularies and terminologies in several European languages. In some fields of technical sciences in which the United States and Great Britain

are leading countries, the English element is so strong that it seriously affects
the native contribution to it. It is even more interesting to see that there is
hardly any effort to adapt these technical terminologies to the native system
of the respective receiving language. It should be considered as a transition
stage, something like a set of compromise replicas which will sooner or later
follow the general trend of adaptation and integration. One of the proofs is
that sports terminology developed in a similar way. It has gradually lost
English elements as receiving languages substituted their native words or
loan-translations for quite a number of technical sports terms. The reason why
a similar process in modern technical terminology is much slower is that
technicians know English and tend to keep original English technical terms
unchanged or very little adapted.

23. Conclusion. The first conclusion we can draw from our analysis is
that the languages we have examined differ: a) in the extent of adoption of
English elements, b) in the degree of adaptation to the receiving language.
The other results of our work will be seen in two books: a monograph and a
dictionary.

The Monograph will show which linguistic features of borrowing are common
to all and which only to some languages, and whether the features that only
some languages have in common are connected with their genetic relatedness
or not. This will support or disprove the existence of some universals in lan-
guages in contact and linguistic borrowing.

In the Dictionary every English word that has been transferred into no
matter how many (one or all) European languages will be recorded and dis-
cussed briefly on all four levels. Even its spelling will be analysed to show how
it is related to its source form in English. From the Dictionary it will also
be seen which languages have accepted the word.

I believe that my paper has given you a clear picture of what are the
aims and objectives of my project and what kind of problems and questions
we had to deal with. To see whether we have found the solution for all the
problems and the answers for all the questions I am afraid you will have to
wait until you read the monograph The English element in the main European
languages and consult The Dictionary of anglicisms in the main European
languages. What I hope to have done satisfactorily in this paper is at least
to ask the right questions and point out real problems.